The commute. Sigh. But wait, it doesn’t have to be
boring or stressful. For best-advice tips, we went to the
experts—from mechanics to cops to doctors. (Doctors?
Yes. Because, um, is it okay to hold your pee if you can’t
stop?) Read on: soon you’ll love the cottage drive
just as much as the rest of the weekend

as told to CO T TA G E L IF E S TA F F A ND CONT RIBUT OR S
illustrations CELYN BRA Z IER
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HAVE
COTTAGE,
WILL
TRAVEL

1 Samantha Bigley, an OPP
constable in Bracebridge,
Ont., on what constitutes
distracted driving
“Distracted driving relates to handheld
devices in the vehicle. There’s no charge
in the Highway Traffic Act that covers
eating or other distractions while driving.
However, they would likely fall under
careless driving because it relates to not
having due attention on the road. But
the ‘distracted driving’ charge is specifically for handheld devices.

Our message is always: make
your priority operating the
vehicle safely and rid yourself
of distractions.
To avoid being charged for using your
handheld device, you must be pulled over
to the side of the road and in park where
it’s clear there is no intention to drive.
But sometimes people pull over onto the
shoulder of the highway. You can imagine the sort of traffic hazards that may
create. Instead, use rest stops if you need
to use your handheld device.”

2

SAMANTHA
BIGLEY,
ON HOW TO
LEGALLY
TRANSPORT
ALCOHOL IN
A VEHICLE
“There’s nothing wrong with
setting it on the seat beside
you, provided that it’s sealed.
If not, then it has to be out of
the reach of the driver. So, if it’s
a partially consumed bottle,
then you have to have it in the
backseat or the trunk. Partially
consumed alcohol can be sitting next to someone if they’re
not in control of the vehicle.
But should there be an investigation into someone’s poor
driving…and there’s a partially
consumed bottle in the backseat next to a passenger, we’ll
want to make sure no one’s
drinking in the vehicle, and that
container of alcohol is staying
closed. To avoid those conversations, the trunk is the best
place to store it.”

3 Sarah Blanchette, the owner
of Calm & Collected Canine, a
dog training school in Ottawa,
on how to coax a nervous dog
into the car and keep it relaxed
“Crate the dog. The less space they
have to pace and get anxious, the better.
But to change the dog’s perception of
the car, you have to associate it with
something they enjoy, like toys or food.
Work in stages: play next to the car,
with the door open, with the car running,
and eventually in the car while turned
off. Keep each session brief and fun so
they don’t get bored. Finally, take them
on short drives—just up and down the
street—building up to longer drives.
Have one person drive and a second
person train. If you absolutely need to
go on a long car ride before doing the
training, go to your vet for a one-time
dose of anti-anxiety medication.”

4

Read the Trivial
Pursuit question
cards. It’ll make
you smarter,
we promise.

Melissa Maker, the author of Clean My Space, on

HOW TO GET
VOMIT
OUT OF THE
CAR
“For upholstery, you want to remove any solid
matter first, and then blot up what you can
with a paper towel or an old towel to remove
as much liquid as possible.

Crank the
tunes and sing
as loudly and as
badly as you
want.

Catch up with
friends via phone
call. Hands-free,
of course. Keep it
safe, people.

5
Step two is to flush the area with water,
then repeat—this is to rinse away any
bile or stomach acid.

Sprinkle baking soda over the area to
manage odours, then vacuum it up using
a car vacuum (think: gas station).

If the odour persists, I’d recommend having
your car professionally detailed. And for leather,
it’s best to have the car professionally cleaned
so you don’t damage the interior.”

Any ideas
for how to
handle a
long, dull
commute?
Tell ghost stories.
Especially if
you’re driving
to the cottage
in the dark.
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6

J O H N M AY E R
“Why Georgia”

“You can really put any
Dawes song on this playlist.
Timeless songs and arrangements. Sounds like a modernday Jackson Browne.”

“When I was first learning
how to play guitar, J.M. was
a big inspiration. His chords
were jazzy and unusual.
But the melodies were poppy
and easy to sing along to.
This song is about cruising,
so it works for this playlist.”

JACKSON BROWNE
“Somebody’s Baby”
“Jackson is one of my dad’s
fave artists. And this tune
hits all the bittersweet notes
that I love in a pop song.”

PHOEBE BRIDGERS
“Motion Sickness”
“I love all of her stuff, but this
is the tune you send to a
friend you're trying to convert.
The backstory to the tune is
worth Googling too.”

JOEL PLASKETT
“Happen Now”
“Joel is a Canadian treasure. This is his ultimate
campfire song.”

T H E B E AT L E S
“In My Life”
“Beatles’ songs are trickier
than you think. There’s weird
chord changes in there, and
other stuff that’s harder for
the ear to pick up if you're
playing along. But I know
the words and chords to this
one. It's my favourite song
of all time.”

SHERYL CROWE
“If It Makes You Happy”
“I love her so much. That
vocal performance at the
top of the chorus is the
most cathartic moment
in modern music.”

WILCO
“Poor Places”
“What makes this era of
Wilco awesome is the
beautiful folk songs that
are hidden underneath the
arty weirdness. But once
you dig deep, you find
these charming songs.”

THE KILLERS
“Caution”
“They keep delivering. This
was one of my fave songs of
the last year. Has those big
Tom Petty acoustic strums in
the chorus. Sign me up!”

CHANCE THE
RAPPER
“Same Drugs”
“Chance is so versatile.
We’ve covered this
song. It’s a beauty.”
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NATHAN NASH (KERMAN PORTRAIT)

MAX
KERMAN,
ARKELLS
FRONTMAN, ON
THE TOP
TEN BEST
DRIVING
SONGS

DAWES
“Roll With The Punches”

7 Tyler Scott Christie, an
emergency room physician
at Health Sciences North in
Sudbury, Ont., on how to
prevent car sickness
“If you can, sit in the front seat next
to the driver, or even better yet, be the
driver. During motion sickness your
brain is getting impulses from three
different elements of your sensory system: your eyes, your inner ears, and
your joints, and when one of those things
is not congruent with the others, you
start to feel nauseous and unwell. If
you’re sitting in the back, you can’t see
anything other than the chair in front
of you. If you sit in the front, as the car
moves up and down and left and right,
you can see your horizon, which gives
your eyes, and not just your inner ears,
the cue that you are moving.
“Try to avoid doing things like reading,
whether on paper or using a device. Take
your mind off the nauseous feeling by
having a conversation with somebody.
Stay hydrated, avoid alcohol, and eat
lighter meals before you get into the
vehicle. Eating a big, greasy, spicy meal
can cause more acid production and
you’ll feel more full. That feeling of fullness can contribute to nausea.
“When it comes to medications, Gravol
is really good for a lot of people. It makes
you tired, so you fall asleep during your
journey. Ginger, meanwhile, is a useful
natural remedy. As for bracelets for
pressure points and acupuncture? I’m
unaware of any good or bad evidence
in respect to them.”

8

Bill Wells, a chiropractor and the owner of the Urban
Athlete in Toronto, on staying comfortable during
a long drive

“Have your seat almost upright, because if not, usually
over time, you’ll round your spine. And you’ll ‘lead’ with
your chin forward. That’s not great for your lower back
or your neck. Ideally, you want your head pretty close to
the headrest. And then you’re almost kind of tucking in
your chin instead of going forward with your chin.
“A lot of new cars have built-in lumbar support; these
days you can adjust it. In my car, I can actually move it up
and down. I didn’t even know that for the longest time!
At the base of your spine, you’ve got two bones that
stick out on each side. The lumbar support should sit
right above those bones—your ‘lumbar spine.’ A lot of
car seats are too low; you’re better off tucking a towel
or sweatshirt right above your lumbar spine. Also, make
sure you’re not sitting too close to the steering wheel.
Keep a slight bend in the knee without reaching for the
pedals. But just like at a desk, they say even the perfect
posture is not perfect if you’re there all day long. So
it’s not a bad idea after a few hours or so, just to pull
off to walk around a little bit.”

The Cottage Life
podcast! Visit
cottagelife.com/
podcast for
more info.

What is the best podcast to
listen to while on the road?
9
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10

Once you’ve
determined the best
pack for your vehicle,
study it. Memorize it.
Take photos of it.
Design a map
of it.

Keep a flashlight
in the glove compartment. Because if you
plan to arrive before
dark, you’re probably
going to arrive
after dark.

Pack light. Seriously,
you’re going to
a cottage—what are
you even packing?

Cottage Life staff tips for

SUCCESSFULLY*
PACKING THE CAR
FOLLOW THEM!
OR...NOT

When it comes
to food, pack the bread
on top. Or else you’ll
have pancaked hamburger buns.

Pack the beer
last. That
way, you can
grab it first.

Always leave a
clear view out your
rear window. Even if you
have to put the kids
on the roof rack.
Safety first.
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NEVER
question the
person doing
the packing.

* S U CC E S S F U L LY = W I T H O U T LO S I N G YO U R M I N D

SPECIAL THANKS TO DESTINATION BRITISH COLUMBIA (HELLOBC.COM)

Packing the
night before? Make
sure you don’t accidentally lock a raccoon in
the car. It will eat everything. Ask us how
we know.

11 Mathew Palmer, a cottager
and the director of corporate
continuity at GM Canada, on
features in new cars that are
especially useful for cottagers
“I am lucky in that I get to experience
all types of vehicles, and I’m constantly
impressed by how quickly things have
changed. There are a few features that
stand out:

IN VEHICLE WI-FI
In-vehicle Wi-Fi may not seem like a
big deal if you have data on your phone,
but it’s faster and often has a much
stronger signal, so every person in the
vehicle can easily stream podcasts,
movies, and music. Or you can get out
your laptop and fire off that revised
power point marked “final.v7,” thus
clearing your mind of any work obligations before you get to the cottage.
ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL
Adaptive cruise control reacts to the
speed of what is in front of you. Not
only does this improve fuel efficiency,
you can avoid turning cruise on and off.
Also, there’s something undeniably fun
when slower traffic gets out of your way
and the vehicle accelerates back up to
your chosen speed (equally helpful in
keeping within the speed limits).
CAMERAS
Trailering has come a long way since
the days of attaching aftermarket mirror
extenders. Cameras can now give you a
360° view to eliminate blind spots and

12

JULIA
STOCKTON,
11, ON HOW
TO PASS
THE TIME IN
THE CAR
TECH-FREE
“I sometimes read books
out loud to my sister, who
can’t read in the car. We also
play games like 20 Questions,
or finding the alphabet on
the road signs. One of my
favourites is the word game
Catty-Ratty. You think of a pair
of rhyming words and give
clues without saying the words.
Whether you say Cat-Rat,
Catty-Ratty, Catigan-Ratigan,
or Catiginny-Ratiginny tells the
guessers how many syllables
are in the rhyming words. So,
I might say ‘I have a Cat-Rat.
It’s a canine that lives in a wetland.’ Then everyone else
tries to guess what it is. (This
one was a Bog Dog). Oh,
and ice cream stops also help
break up the long drive.”

help you line up the hitch. There are also
rear-view camera mirrors that provide
a view behind your vehicle rather than a
traditional mirror looking through your
back window.

POWER OUTLETS
Power outlets in the trunk—you can plug
in your coolers.
AUTO HIGH BEAMS
Auto high beams are great. You don’t
have to worry about forgetting to turn
off your high beams.”

13 Dave Vollmer, a mechanic
and a professor of transportation technology at Fanshawe
College, London, Ont., on how
long to drive on a spare tire
“Refer to your owner’s manual. That’s
where you’ll find the answer. You might
be able to go up to 80 km/hr for 80 km,
or it might even be in miles if your car
was built in the U.S. People will drive on
spares longer than you’re supposed to.
The spare is only designed to get you
somewhere, like the service station in
the next town. If you can’t find your
manual, most tires will be stamped on
the outside to tell you how far and how
fast you can go. Your owner’s manual
will also tell you how to get your spare
tire out of its stowaway spot. It’s a good
exercise to know ahead of time. I had
a flat once; I had to open the owner’s
manual to figure out where the spare
tire was. And I’m a mechanic.”

14
Drowsy at the wheel? Eek: pull over and have a
power nap. But if you can’t do this safely, you need
to harness temporary alertness until you can.
Play loud, energetic music; chew gum; roll down
the window or turn on the air conditioner. (Feeling
warm can make you sleepy; feeling chilly gets you
sharp and shivering.) And if you’re exhausted
before you even get in the car, postpone the drive.
The cottage will still be there once you’re rested.

What should you
do if you’re sleepy
while driving?
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15 Angelo DiCicco, the
special projects manager
at the Ontario Safety League,
on the difference between
2-wheel drive, All-wheel
drive, and 4-wheel drive
“Most cars are 2WD. It’s most fuel efficient to drive with just two wheels powering the car, and it can deliver enough
traction in most driving situations. But
for that last kilometre to the cottage,
it might be worth your money to have
All-wheel drive (or AWD).

16

“I think of AWD as Awesome Winter
Dynamics. Coupled with winter tires,
you’ll have taken all prudent precautions
for city to cottage, and into town and
launching at the lake. Why? AWD is ideal
for when you get off the highway and
onto a secondary road where you’re more
likely to hit a hilly, bumpy, or uneven
stretch. On bumpy roads, the transmission will give more power to the tires
with traction and less to the ones without. But AWD is meant to give you traction to get going; it’s not necessarily
better at handling or cornering. Some

people mistakenly think that AWD can do
this, so it can be an ego trap that causes
people to drive too fast for the road or
conditions—and then, well, they end up
in the ditch.
“Four-wheel drive and 4x4 are best for
grunt work where you need extra power:
hauling heavy goods or for off-road driving. Downsides? 4WD doesn’t handle as
well: you get slipping and binding on dry
pavement because the transmission is
trying to turn all four tires at the same
speed when you’re going around a corner.”

W H AT Y O U N E E D :
ANNA LEVESQUE, A
FORMER COMPETITIVE
W H I T E W AT E R K AYA K E R
AND THE FOUNDER OF
MINDBODYPADDLE.COM,
O N H OW TO B E ST S E C U R E
K AYA K S , C A N O E S , A N D
S U P S TO YO U R C A R R O O F

• A rack system of two towers and two crossbars that secure
to the factory rack of your car. I like Thule and Yakima systems.
• 2–4 15-to-20 ft. cam tie-down straps that have a metal
buckle • Cross bar covers, especially for SUPs. You can also
use pool noodles cut to size and sliced open to prevent rubbing and slippage. • For kayaks, you may also want J-cradles
or kayak stackers that attach to your crossbars.

HOW TO:

Place your canoe hull side up on the bars, your kayak in the
J-cradle or cockpit side up on the bars, or your paddleboard
deck side down with the fin forward. Place one cam strap
on each crossbar on one side of your craft. The ends of the
strap on the front crossbar go toward the front of your vehicle
and the ends of the strap on the back crossbar go toward
the back of your vehicle. Take both ends of each strap

Don’t pull down too hard, but enough so that your craft
isn’t moving around on your roof rack. For longer canoes
and sea kayaks, secure the ends of the craft with extra
cam straps or ropes. These will run from the ends to
a hook usually located underneath the undercarriage
of your vehicle, both at the front and the back.
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across the top of your craft. Shift the strap ends so that
the buckle lays as high as possible on your craft, but still
within reach. Thread the non-buckle end of the strap under
the tower and then feed it through the buckle. Pull it until
there is no slack, but don’t pull tight yet. Once both strap
ends are pulled through the buckle, you’re ready to pull
down to tighten.

1

17
BROOKE
BULLOCH OF
FOOD TO FIT
NUTRITION IN
SASKATOON, ON
WHAT SNACKS
TO PICK UP ON
THE ROAD

“You want foods that are easy
to digest and won’t cause
spikes or drops in blood
sugars. You need a balance:
ideally, that’s a mix of protein,
energy foods, and fibre. Not
too much sugar, not too much
salt. Aim for at least 4 grams of
protein and at least 3 grams
of fibre. Look at the ingredients
on packaged food; the first
ingredients are going to make
up a higher proportion of what
you’re eating. So, if the first
two ingredients are oats and
sugar, you’re basically eating
oats and sugar. Of course, you
do need ‘fun foods.’ It’s normal to have a few fun foods—
cookies are my favourite.
If your favourite is chips, it’s
okay to eat some chips.
It’s all about variety.”

Protein picks
Lärabars, Kind bars,
RXbars; cheese
strings; unsalted
nuts; roasted
chickpeas; beef
jerky sticks

A DIETITIAN’S RECS:
W H AT S H O U L D
YOU GR AB?
Try to avoid
Carbonated
drinks (they
can cause
bloating)

Energy
food picks
Whole grain
crackers; pretzels;
popcorn

Fibre picks
Strawberries, grapes,
apple slices, banana
chips, dried pineapple; cucumber slices,
carrot sticks, bell
pepper slices

18

Angelo DiCicco, on whether
you need to pump the brakes of an
anti-lock braking system vehicle
“You don’t have to ‘pump’ brakes anymore. That’s a long time
ago in a galaxy far, far, away. When your indicator is flashing,
it’s telling you that the car is doing threshold braking for you.
And it’s actually called ESC (Electronic Stability Control) now,
but it’s essentially ABS on steroids, or ABS 2.0. ESC has been mandatory on new cars in Canada since 2011. It’s a game changer
on bumpy, icy, slushy, or snowy roads. It gives you the ability to
brake and steer and stay in control during emergency situations.

“Here’s how it works: it compares the intended direction of
the car (based on the angle of the steering wheel) with the
actual direction of the car, and corrects by adjusting the braking and steering on the individual tires. So as a driver, your
job is to look where you want to go and steer where you look.
The precise amount of steering you do gets transferred to the
computer so that the vehicle can do the job of moving you
where you want to go.” { Cont’d on page 88 }
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19 Tyler Scott Christie, on
whether it’s possible to rupture your bladder if you
hold your pee for too long
“The short answer is no, it’s not possible
to rupture your bladder. What you’ll end
up doing is the longer and longer you
hold your urine, the more and more urine
will build up and the more pressure and
discomfort you’ll have in your pelvis.
At some point in time, it’s just a balance
between how much it’s hurting and your
need to stop on the side of the road and
find a tree.
“In some older men, if you’ve had prostate issues and if you’ve had urinary
retention in the past—where you’re
unable to empty your bladder because
of an obstruction—holding your urine
on a car ride can push you to go into
another episode of urinary retention.
“But in an individual who’s just doing
a one-off trip up to the cottage, it isn't
going to cause any long-term issues like
an atonic neurogenic bladder—where
the muscles don’t fully contract anymore, and the urine leaks out.”

20 Kari E. Gunson of Eco-Kare
International in Peterborough,
Ont., on what road ecologists
are doing to reduce animalvehicle collisions
“Fundamentally, animals need to move
from one side of the road to the other to
find food and to access habitat for overwintering and breeding. The more roads
expand across the landscape, the higher
the risk of collisions for both wildlife
and motorists. As road ecologists, there
are a few strategies we can use to reduce
injury or fatality to both animals and
drivers by trying to change the behaviour of both. We install underpass and
overpass structures to help animals
cross safely from one side of a roadway
to the other. You might have seen funnel
fencing along the sides of highways to
direct animals to these safe-crossing
structures and also reduce roadkill for
the many kilometres they span. As
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21

TRAFFIC
EXPERT
ERIC
MILLER,
ON HOW
TO MERGE
MOST
EFFICIENTLY
WHEN
YOU’RE
RUNNING
OUT OF
LANE
“By butting in early instead
of driving until your lane
runs out, you are slowing
down everybody behind you.
The ideal situation would
be that every car makes space
for one car as the lane runs
out. Everybody would
keep rolling slowly, but you
wouldn’t have this ‘stopstart,’ which causes delays.
And on average, we’d all be
better off. But some people
are more generous with this
than other people. By and
large, it’s not that people are
bad people, but everybody
drives and does things
to kind of maximize their own
benefits, to reduce their
own travel time.”

for drivers, you’ve probably seen turtle
or moose crossing signs that remind
motorists to slow down and pay attention. The signs work especially well
when, ahead of time, we use awareness
campaigns about when and where
animals may cross roads. The signs
then trigger drivers to expect to see
wildlife, and they’re more likely to
avoid hitting them.”

22 Eric Miller, with the University of Toronto Transportation
Research Institute, on why traffic jams can happen seemingly
without accidents or roadwork
“There’s the classic slow driver in the
left-hand lane, who drives everybody
crazy, that’s clearly slowing down traffic
in that lane in particular. But it’s also
creating excess weaving manoeuvres, as
people are trying to get around the slow
driver. And those weaving manoeuvres
can actually slow down everything.
Somebody cuts in front of you, you have
to brake a little bit, the guy behind you
brakes a little bit, and maybe the person
behind him…all that extra turmoil from
people dodging in and out slows down
traffic as a whole. Traffic moves best
when it’s nice and smooth and moving
at a constant speed.”

23 Psychologist Sam Klarreich,
on the stress of traffic
“People have these rules in their heads.
They’re in a hurry, they have to get to the
cottage by a certain time. You can allow
yourself to get overly upset. But why
upset yourself when there’s nothing you
can do about it? It achieves absolutely
nothing. So you have to either talk yourself through it—‘If I get upset, it’s making things worse, not better’—or distract
yourself. Put on some great music; talk
to your seat partner; play a game. But
if you absolutely can’t handle the stress
of traffic, you have to figure out ways
to avoid it. Drive to the cottage during
off hours. Use a phone app. But there’s
a benefit to desensitizing ourselves to
stressful situations. It’s how we develop
tools to handle stress.”a

